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Abstract—Persistent key-value store supports journaling and checkpointing to maintain data consistency and to prevent data loss. However, conventional data consistency mechanisms are not suitable for efficient management of flash memories in SSDs due to that they write the same data twice and induce redundant flash operations. As a result, query processing is delayed by heavy traffics during checkpointing. The checkpointing accompanies many write operations by nature, and a write operation consumes severe time and energy in SSDs; worse, it can introduce the write amplification problem and shorten the lifetime of the flash memory. In this paper, we propose an in-storage checkpointing mechanism, named Check-In, based on the cooperation between the storage engine of a host and the flash translation layer (FTL) of an SSD. Compared to the existing mechanism, our proposed mechanism reduces the tail latency due to checkpointing by 92.1 % and reduces the number of duplicate writes by 94.3 %. Overall, the average throughput and latency are improved by 8.1 % and 10.2 %, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Persistent key-value store [2], [5], [15], [21] is widely applied to diverse data processing services, including cloud services, social networking, online shopping [23], and messaging [29]. The key-value store has no strict structure and allows variable-length of key-value for data store and retrieval. The key-value store becomes an important component in big data environments due to its flexible and horizontally scalable characteristics, compared to the traditional relational databases [1], [3], [49], [51].

Meanwhile, the storage landscape is also changed. Flash-based solid state drives (SSDs) become popular as a storage device for offering decreased latency and increased bandwidth compared to conventional disk drives. Thanks to the emergence of cost-effective and high-capacity SSDs, SSD’s market share is steadily increasing in many enterprise storage systems. With the interest of incorporating flash memory into databases, various types of flash-based key-value stores have been researched [12], [21], [22], [32], [42]–[44], [47], [55].

The persistent key-value store system, that uses SSDs for storing data, generally leverages journaling and checkpointing to ensure data consistency and to prevent data loss in case of power failure or system crash [3], [9]. These mechanisms are handled by the storage engine in the database management system (DBMS). The storage engine writes journal logs to the underlying SSD and creates multiple checkpoints periodically. The data structure can be restored from the last checkpoint and journal logs if there is a power failure or a system crash.

However, this data consistency model that uses both journaling and checkpointing exhibits the following problems. The first problem is write amplification, which writes the same data twice, rewriting the data written by journaling at the checkpoint. The write amplification worsen the energy consumption, degrades the performance [8], [14], [17], [18], and shorten the lifetime of SSDs [45], [54]. As flash memory has a limited program/erase cycle (P/E cycle) that determines its lifetime, increasing the number of write can unfortunately shorten the lifetime of flash memory. Especially, the key-value store offers a small set of operations for data storage and retrieval [10]. So, frequent updates of small key-value data generate lots of invalid flash pages, which can invoke garbage collection (GC), because the small key-value data are typically stored misaligned with the mapping unit of the storage device. The frequent data migration induced by GC would amplify the write operation and degrade performance due to the random access characteristic of SSDs [48]. The second problem is the long latency of query processing due to checkpointing. Excessive I/O traffics during checkpointing can worsen the query processing latency in the persistent key-value store system.

We analyze the checkpointing overhead in the persistent key-value store system. Our experimental results reveal that 1) the number of flash operations in an SSD is increased by the I/O requests due to checkpointing and 2) the query processing latency during checkpointing is increased dramatically; the results of the initial study are shown in Figure 3. The amount of total I/O requests is increased by 2.98 times when data access distribution is uniform and by 1.91 times when it is Zipfian, compared to the amount of data in write queries. Moreover, these I/O requests raise the number of flash operations by 7.9 times at uniform distribution and by 4.7 times at Zipfian distribution due to internal write amplification of the SSD. The results also show that the query processing latency during checkpointing is increased by 4 times for read queries and by 21 times for write queries compared to the average query processing latency. The dramatic latency increase during checkpointing is caused by the burst flash operations in an SSD. In summary, checkpointing induces
the write amplification and increases the imbalance among query processing. The write amplification and the quality of service (QoS) are critical factors in database applications, so the redundant writes and the tail latency due to checkpointing should be reduced.

Based on these observations, we propose an in-storage checkpointing mechanism, named Check-In, that the flash translation layer (FTL) of an SSD cooperates with a storage engine of a host to reduce the write amplification and improve QoS in query processing. Check-In offloads checkpointing to the FTL and the mechanism includes the algorithm that aligns journal logs to the FTL mapping unit, called sector-aligned journaling, to reduce the internal write amplification. The FTL creates a checkpoint by remapping the journal logs to the checkpoint. Conventional FTLs already adopt a log-like write method and an indirect mapping [13], [19], [26], [54] between a logical block address and a physical block address because of: 1) the difference between the operation unit of block device interface and the physical page of flash memory and 2) the out-of-place update characteristics of flash memory. By leveraging these characteristics, our FTL updates the mapping information for referencing by the checkpoint logically, instead of physically redundant writes during checkpointing. In this case, aligning the journal logs to the FTL mapping unit is critical for improving the remapping efficiency since the aligned logs can reduce the generation of invalid pages when they are reused for a subsequent checkpointing.

Check-In decreases the number of redundant writes by improving remapping efficiency. Also, our scheme can improve unbalanced query processing latency due to shortening checkpointing time. In addition, distributed parallelism can be exploited; the storage engine can simultaneously process other queries while the FTL creates checkpoints. Our simulation-based studies show that Check-In can improve performance while ensuring the fair provision of services. When Check-In is applied, the tail query latency is reduced by more than 92.1% during the checkpointing, compared to the baseline. It also reduces the number of duplicate writes by 94.3% on average. Overall, query throughput is improved by 8.1% and query latency is reduced by 10.2% on average, compared to the baseline.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

- Offloading the checkpointing to the storage device level avoids unnecessary data transfer between the storage device and main memory with low host CPU overhead. In addition, the proposed sector-aligned journaling approach improves remapping efficiency when journal logs are reused for the next checkpoint in the key-value store system.
- The proposed architecture improves the lifetime of flash memory by reducing the number of duplicate write operations due to checkpoints and by reducing the generation of invalid pages through the high remapping efficiency of the sector-aligned journaling. In addition, our scheme improves the QoS in query processing by shortening checkpointing time.
- The proposed Check-In system works well in lots of small write situations. This is especially helpful in the key-value store which has small key-value data mostly. Moreover, our approach can be applied to other storage systems that use journaling and checkpointing (e.g., a file system) since relatively large data also can be processed effectively.
- Check-In, which cooperates between the host system and the device, can keep the typical system architecture and the firmware structure of the storage device. This is due to exploiting the level of indirection already provided by the FTL to let data stay physically in place, but be referenced by the checkpoint logically. The host system is only required to support reformatting the journal log.

Although there are studies on flash-conscious key-value stores [21], [22], [42]–[44], [47] to reduce write amplification, these approaches can add high remapping overhead on the host CPU. To reduce the CPU overhead, the techniques offloading the remapping operation to the storage device have been studied [7], [24], [28], [36]. These techniques can reduce the number of redundant writes or eliminate remapping overhead on the host CPU. However, prior studies have low remapping efficiency because they cannot utilize the key-value store characteristics, which has variable and mostly small key-value data. There also have been studies on key-value SSDs with a key-addressable interface [12], [32], [55], as well as transactional SSDs [46], [50], [52]. These studies are quite innovative, but offloading all key-value stores that require a lot of resources is costly inefficient. Rather, it can be more effective if that amount of memory resources is utilized for the main memory. Therefore, the storage device that is supporting journaling and checkpointing can be an alternative solution considering resource utilization.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces conventional journaling and checkpointing and set the design goal which are suitable for SSD characteristics. Section III presents our in-storage checkpointing for reducing the write amplification and improving QoS in query processing. Section IV analyzes the experimental results on our key-value store system. Section V discusses related work. Finally, conclusion is given in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we introduce the journaling and checkpointing of database systems and describe their key challenges based on an analysis of checkpointing overhead. In addition, we define the design goals of our journaling and checkpointing leveraging the characteristics of flash-based SSDs.

A. Conventional Journaling and Checkpointing

A database engine should provide reliability to prevent data loss. Unfortunately, system crashes or power loss during major updates can lead to database corruption, which is called as the crash-consistency problem [9]. The most prominent solution to the crash-consistency problem is data journaling, also known as write-ahead logging. When some data are updated on storage
devices, the data are stored in a different logical area before the existing data structure is overwritten. The different logical area is called a journal area, and the written data are called journal logs. The data structure can be guaranteed by restoring to a previous version even if there is a crash-consistency while updating the data structure. Conventional storage engines for key-value stores, such as MMAPv1 and WiredTiger [3], provide checkpointing as well as journaling to provide data consistency. In the engine, the data structure is restored from the last checkpoint first when recovering from the crash-consistency. If a system process is terminated unexpectedly between checkpoints, the data structure is restored based on the journal logs that are written after the last checkpoint.

Figure 1 shows a conventional database system architecture that uses SSDs for storing data. The storage engine is the first layer to receive queries from applications and is the key component of the DBMS. The storage engine contains the block management path for normal operations and the logging path for journaling. The block management engine typically manages data in memory. To ensure data consistency and durability, the logging engine stores journal logs sequentially in the journal area on the storage device. This scheme is known as journal synchronization. In addition to this data journaling, the logging engine also supports checkpointing. Checkpointing is the writing of the latest version of data from the journal logs to the final destination of the data area. A typical checkpointing collects journal logs until the next checkpoint and periodically creates checkpoints, which are the reference point for recovery.

B. Case Study for Journaling and Checkpointing

Figure 2 shows data changes in the main memory and the storage device in the journaling and checkpointing scenario. The storage space is logically divided into the journal and data areas. The example assumes that the logical address 0x0 through 0x9 is the journal area and the starting address of the data area is 0x100 in the SSD. A primitive request from applications is expressed in the form of key and value like PUT(key, value). For simplicity, we assume that all keys have already been translated to the target addresses which uses a logical block address (LBA). So, each request is expressed in the form of PUT(target LBA, value). Data from key A to E are stored from LBA 0x100 to LBA 0x108. Assume that each data size is 1 KB. Since one logical block size is 512 bytes, the start address of each data is incremented by 0x2. The data for each key is represented by the name of the key, and prime symbols are added according to the version. For example, the data for key A is expressed as A, A', and A'' when further updates are applied. To manage journal logs, a journal mapping table (JMT) is used to store the mapping information between a target LBA and a journal LBA. Elements in the JMT are stored sequentially using the write-ahead log method.

In this situation, Figure 2(a) shows that an update request for key A comes in. New data is not directly updated to the LBA 0x100 in the data area but a new journal log is stored to the LBA 0x0 which is in the journal area. The mapping information of the target location and the journal location corresponding to key A is updated in the JMT. Next, the journal log in the main memory is written to the SSD and committed when the operation completes safely. Subsequent write requests for D' and E' are also recorded in the journal area. Figure 2(b) shows a further scenario. As shown in the example, if an update request for key A, which already exists in the JMT, is updated again with A'' and this log must be stored to the next location of the accumulated journal logs. New mapping information is updated to the JMT without modifying the existing journal log due to the write-ahead log method. Then, the storage engine sends a block I/O request to write a new journal log to the SSD.

If checkpointing is triggered by a user or a system, the latest data in the journal area should be checkpointed to the data area. Figure 2(c) shows the scenario that the checkpointing is triggered after three updates for key A have been completed. The latest version of data for key A, A''' exists at LBA 0x8 last written to the journal area. D' and E' should also be stored to the target location in the data area. For these operations, the storage engine first reads the JMT and checks for the key information that needs to be checkpointed. To read the latest version of data, the storage engine requests journal data to the SSD. In order to temporarily store the read data, a read buffer should be allocated in memory. Because the latest data read from the journal area should be sent back to the data area, the storage engine requests the write operations to the SSD. All the latest data, recorded in the journal area, are checkpointed to the data area, and related metadata information is also updated additionally. If the checkpointing is safely terminated, the JMT is cleared. After that, used journal data are also flushed because they are no longer needed. The service requests for clients should be supported during checkpointing. Before checkpointing, new journal area and JMT are already built as an alternative, so journaling for other requests can be done without blocking.
simulator also models a key-value store system to support accesses degrade the SSD performance [8], [17], [18], [48]. The journal logs stored in the storage device and move them small data, the storage engine reads multiple small amounts of value stores [10], this paper focuses on updates of small key-value accesses. Since a few bytes of data are updated frequently in key-value stores, this amplification causes frequent GCs, which in turn decreases the lifetime of flash memory as well as the performance. Therefore, eliminating unnecessary data duplication can improve both performance and lifetime.

C. Analysis of Checkpointing Overhead

As mentioned previously, the number of I/O accesses during a checkpointing is inevitably higher than when there is no checkpointing. Checkpointing can be required even though storage access for query processing is heavy. So, checkpointing negatively affects the service latency of query processing.

Since a few bytes of data are updated frequently in key-value stores [10], this paper focuses on updates of small key-value items, such as 512 bytes or less. In the case of updating small data, the storage engine reads multiple small amounts of the journal logs stored in the storage device and move them back to the data area in the storage device. These small random accesses degrade the SSD performance [8], [17], [18], [48].

We experimented with our key-value store system simulator, which is based on gem5 [11] and SimpleSSD [25], [33]. The simulator also models a key-value store system to support various configurations and analyze internal operations. During experiments, the number of threads is explored from 4 to 128, which represents the number of applications that access the key-value store simultaneously. As the number of threads increase, storage throughput increases, which also increases the number of journal logs to be checkpointed. Two types of YCSB [6] access patterns are used: uniform and Zipfian distributions. More detailed system configuration is presented in Table I.

Figure 3(a) shows the amplification of I/O and flash operations due to checkpointing. The amount of total I/O requests is increased by 2.98 times when data access distribution is uniform and by 1.91 times when it is Zipfian, compared to the amount of data in write queries. This amplification increases the number of flash operations by 7.9 times at uniform distribution and by 4.7 times at Zipfian distribution due to internal write amplification of SSD. In particular, the write amplification causes frequent GCs, which in turn decreases the lifetime of flash memory as well as the performance. Therefore, eliminating unnecessary data duplication can improve both performance and lifetime.

Figure 3(b) shows the normalized checkpointing time. The graph reveals that the checkpointing time tends to increase as the number of threads increases. The increasing slope of checkpointing time is greater when using a Zipfian distribution than when using a uniform distribution. This is because as the journal log grows, the number of recent versions in the uniform distribution continues to increase, but the number of latest versions in the Zipfian distribution saturates at a certain level. When 128 threads are executed, the ratio of the latest version to the uniform distribution is 5.02 times greater than the ratio of the latest version in the Zipfian distribution, and the number of I/O access is increased by that much.

The performance evaluation on a real machine shows that query processing is significantly delayed during checkpointing. Figure 3(c) shows the difference between I/O latency during
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D. Design Goals of Journaling and Checkpointing Leveraging SSD Characteristics

During checkpointing, transferring data from a storage device to the main memory and transferring that data back to the storage device cause redundant overhead. As shown in Figure 4, this overhead can be removed by offloading checkpoint-related functions from the host system to the storage device. Figure 4(a) shows an example of a conventional checkpointing. During checkpointing, journal logs are copied from the storage device into memory and the latest data among them are written back to the storage device. The updated metadata is then written to the storage device. Reading and writing data through the block interface between main memory and the storage device can be quite time-consuming. However, if the checkpointing is offloaded to the storage device, the checkpointing time can be improved as shown in Figure 4(b). Writing metadata can also be hidden.

In addition to offloading, if the FTL is aware of the journaling in a host system, it can reduce the number of reads and writes to flash memory. Figure 4(c) shows the timing diagram expected when the storage engine-aware FTL is applied with the in-storage checkpointing. Even if all reads and writes are not removed, most of the unnecessary flash operation can be reduced, which greatly reduces the checkpointing overhead.

SSD features must be fully utilized to implement the in-storage checkpointing and the storage engine-aware FTL. An SSD has multiple embedded processors that can execute firmware, so-called FTL. To improve the performance and reliability of data access in an SSD, the FTL processes host requests according to flash memory characteristics. Due to the out-of-place update characteristic of flash memory, the FTL maps logical pages to physical pages and updates a mapping table in a log-structured way. We exploit this log-structured FTL in order to remove the redundant writes by journaling and checkpointing. If checkpointing on the FTL is replaced by copy-on-write (CoW), which reuses already written journal logs to checkpoints, it can reduce write amplification.

In order to increase the efficiency of CoW, the reusability of data is very important. Small data in the key-value store is not suitable for the typical FTL mapping unit, which can degrade the reusability of data. To improve the reusability of the journal logs at the checkpoint, the key-value data must be aligned to the FTL mapping unit during journaling. The alignment of the journal logs can be supported by the storage engine considering resource utilization between memory and storage devices.

In addition, NVMe, a new standard interface for high-end SSDs, is block-oriented but allows special-purpose requests by allowing vendor-specific extensions [4]. This feature helps to communicate the workload between the storage engine and the FTL. Detailed techniques are further presented in Section III.

III. IN-STORE CHECKPOINTING

This section presents our Check-In architecture consisting of two components: the Check-In engine and the Check-In SSD. Also, we introduce mapping table management in the Check-In SSD and sector-aligned journaling in the Check-In engine.

A. Check-In Architecture

Figure 5 shows our Check-In architecture. Each thread in an application requests various types of queries to the Check-In engine. The Check-In engine performs the storage management tasks such as key-value mapping, journaling, and checkpointing according to incoming requests. When these
tasks are conducted, it accesses system memory or the Check-In SSD as needed. The communication between the Check-In engine and the Check-In SSD is via a standard block I/O interface.

The Check-In engine consists of the following four layers: a query interface layer, a key-value mapping layer, a journaling layer, and a standard block I/O interface layer. Among them, the journaling layer controls journaling and checkpointing for data reliability and consistency. A common way to manage journal files is to add new journal records to the journal head, such as log-structured data [9]. Therefore, our journaling mechanism is designed based on log-structured data. It also includes journal data buffering and caching, which is supported to improve performance on several storage engines.

The controller in the Check-In SSD adds an in-storage checkpointing engine (ISCE) in the existing SSD architecture. ISCE consists of a log manager, a checkpoint manager, and a deallocator. The log manager writes the journal logs sent by the Check-In engine’s journal manager and informs the Check-In engine that logs have been committed successfully. The log manager also periodically updates the metadata, which will be used later for recovery operations after the last checkpoint. The checkpoint processor creates checkpoints by inserting or modifying elements in the flash mapping table based on the metadata. It reads and writes data via DMA engines separately from the embedded processor as needed. The deallocator frees elements of flash mapping table when deleting journal logs that have already been checkpointed, and determines whether to invoke GC depending on the idle status of the Check-In SSD.

B. Overview of Checkpointing

Figure 6(a) shows the operation of the proposed checkpointing mechanism. When checkpointing is triggered, the Check-In engine first reads multiple sets of a target LBA and a journal LBA from a JMT. Based on the information, the Check-In engine creates a set of CoW commands for the Check-In SSD. The CoW command is that physically stored data are shared between the journal area and the data area without copying the data in the journal area to the data area. The checkpointing is then offloaded to the Check-In SSD via the block interface. After checkpointing, the Check-In SSD notifies the Check-In engine that a checkpoint is created. The Check-In engine then clears the JMT entries used to create the checkpoint and sends a command to the Check-In SSD to delete the associated journal logs.

Figure 6(b) and Figure 6(c) show the status before and after checkpointing in the Check-In SSD. The logical view is the status of the stored data viewed by the Check-In engine, and the physical view is the mapping status between logical and physical pages in the Check-In SSD. When the checkpointing is completed, the data existed in the data area are replaced with the latest data in the journal area. After updating the data mapping, the data in the journal area are invalidated. However, the physical pages of flash memory have no change before or after checkpointing. Instead, only the mapping information in the flash mapping table is updated. The physical pages of the latest version are mapped to the logical pages corresponding to the data area.

C. Checkpointing Request and Function Offloading

Our solution to the checkpointing overhead is to offload the checkpoint-related functions from the storage engine to the storage device. Offloading checkpointing requires co-work on both the Check-In engine and the Check-In SSD. The execution code for offloading is sent to the Check-In SSD only once before the first execution. The Check-In engine then requests to the Check-In SSD with only the command set including the source address and the destination address without data transfer. Recent efficient block interfaces allow for special commands, also called vendor-specific commands. In short, the Check-In engine reads journal mapping information in the memory cache before checkpointing and sends the copy request commands to the Check-In SSD. In this paper, the name of the commands is called the CoW command because the checkpointing in the SSD behaves like CoW, which is one of the deduplication methods.

The CoW request command removes the data transfer from the communication of traditional commands, so it reduces the occupation time of the block interface. However, the number of CoW commands also increases as the size of the journal logs that need to be checkpointed increases. The latency to process queries may increase by limited command queue depth. After checkpointing is finished, as shown in Figure 4(b), the Check-In engine will send metadata to write to the storage device. If the checkpoint request command including this metadata is transmitted in advance, the Check-In SSD can decode
it and operate multiple CoWs. As a result, the number of commands can be greatly reduced, and the command overhead is reduced to a negligible level. In addition, multiple CoW operations can be separated into consecutive read operations and consecutive write operations, which improve the efficiency of flash memory access during checkpointing.

By offloading the checkpointing, it is possible to eliminate the data transfer overhead between a memory and a storage. In addition, CPUs and SSDs can process checkpointing in parallel, which improves efficiency and performance. However, only offloading cannot be a complete solution since the overhead of reading and writing flash memory during checkpointing still exists. Due to the rapid development of the block interface, the performance of the SSD is greatly affected by the bandwidth of the flash memory. Therefore, it is very important how the checkpointing should be handled on the SSD, which is discussed in detail in the next section.

D. Remapping

The write-amplification of flash memory due to the checkpointing can be reduced by modifying the page mapping method of FTL. Among the various mapping methods, sub-page mapping is widely used [31], [37]. The sub-page mapping uses a logical page size smaller than the physical page size and manages flash pages in the smaller granular unit.

Our approach applies the sub-page mapping and adjusts the mapping unit to a journal log size formatted in the Check-In engine. For example, when the journal log size is 1 KB, the FTL uses 1 KB mapping and the logical page size is 1 KB. If the journal log size is the same as mapping unit, redundant read-modify-write operations can be eliminated. If 4 KB mapping is used and only 1 KB of a 4 KB page needs to be updated, the FTL reads the old 4 KB page, replaces only the new 1 KB, and writes the modified page (read-modify-write operation). If 1 KB mapping is used, the FTL simply writes a new 1 KB page.

The correlation between the journal log size and the mapping unit is more important in the checkpointing. The logs recorded by journaling contain the data to be updated and the data is rewritten during checkpointing. If the log size is aligned to the mapping unit, the rewriting problem can be easily solved by the CoW operation. The FTL generally maps one logical page and one physical page but it is also possible to map multiple logical pages to one physical page. The FTL of the Check-In SSD maps the same physical page to both journal and data areas. In this case, redundant writes can be removed and only the mapping information is updated.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code to create a checkpoint from journal logs running on the Check-In SSD. During checkpointing, the FTL updates the latest data for each key in the JMT. In the table, journal logs with the flag NEW are recorded by journaling, and the flag is changed to OLD when logs with the same key are subsequently updated. If the flag is not OLD, the FTL finds the PPN mapped to the journal LPN and maps it to the target LPN at the checkpoint.

![Algorithm 1:Checkpointing on FTL.](image)

In the Check-In SSD, after all the information of the JMT is checkpointed, the modified flash mapping table is...
generally updated to flash memories. However, if the amount of modified information is small, the flash mapping table is not updated immediately. It is written to flash memory when it is accumulated enough to allow parallel processing of the flash memory. This method is based on the commercial features of the SSD: the sudden power-off recovery (SPOR). The internal buffer in the SSD ensures data durability by using power capacitors in the device.

E. Sector-Aligned Journaling

Key-value stores have the advantage of managing data in various formats, without being restricted to any fixed formats. To support the key-value stores, the FTL must manage the value size different from the logical page size in the storage device. If the value size is larger than the logical page size, it can be handled by dividing the value into multiple logical pages or mapping the value to a larger mapping unit. On the other hand, if the value size is smaller than the logical page size, the mapping unit must be reduced to the smallest value size. This approach requires a significant amount of in-storage memory resources due to the increased amount of mapping information. Recent key-value SSD supports 128 bytes as a minimum value size [32]. The Check-In SSD manages the mapping based on the typical host sector size; 512 bytes.

If the value size is unaligned to the sector size, additional processing is required, as shown Algorithm 2. This algorithm is executed in the block aligner of the journal manager. In function Update(request), values larger than the mapping size (i.e. 512 bytes) are aligned by sector size \( \times n \) through compression. Values smaller than 512 bytes are formatted to the size of 128, 256, 384, and 512 bytes, depending on their size. If the reformatted value size is not 512 bytes, their type is changed to PARTIAL. The values with the PARTIAL type are handled exceptionally. In this case, as shown in function WriteJournalLogs(), multiple values are merged and placed together in one sector. The type of merged values is changed to MERGED. Then, the journal manager writes the journal logs with these sector-aligned values to the storage device.

Due to merged values, the checkpointing may require additional flash operations. However, these small data can be buffered in the in-storage memory for the next checkpoint. Multiple small data are merged and then programmed in page units of flash memory. So, the exception handling for small data is not a big overhead because the aggregate writes do not require much flash writes.

Figure 7 shows the sector-aligned journaling scheme using the mapping unit. The Check-In engine groups the journal logs into a transaction and sends it to the Check-In SSD. Each journal log is sector-aligned and these journal logs are sequentially programmed to the flash page. When a checkpoint request arrives, the FTL updates the mapping information to point to the latest data in the journal logs without creating new pages. With this logic, the proposed scheme can considerably eliminate unnecessary write operations.

### Algorithm 2: Replacing log size and writing journal logs on storage engine.

```plaintext
1: function Update(request)
2:     MakeJournalLog(request);
3:     if request.size > MAPPING_SIZE then
4:         Compress(request);
5:         request.size ← (request.size/MAPPING_SIZE + 1) × MAPPING_SIZE;
6:         request.type ← FULL;
7:     else
8:         next_size ← MAPPING_SIZE – MAPPING_SIZE/4;
9:         while request.size < next_size do
10:             next_size ← next_size – MAPPING_SIZE/4;
11:         end while
12:         request.size ← next_size + MAPPING_SIZE/4;
13:         if request.size == MAPPING_SIZE then
14:             request.type ← FULL;
15:         else
16:             request.type ← PARTIAL;
17:         end if
18:     end if
19:     JournalLogBuffer.insert(request);
20: end function

21: function WriteJournalLogs()
22:     for it ← JournalLogBuffer.begin() to JournalLogBuffer.end() do
23:         if it.request.type == MERGED then
24:             continue()
25:         else if it.request.type == PARTIAL then
26:             request ← MergePartialLogs(it.request);
27:             requestIO ← TranslateAddress(request);
28:             insertIO(requestIO);
29:         end for
30: end function
```

F. Garbage Collection

If mapping information is frequently updated by checkpointing, the number of invalid pages in the journal area is increased. This is inevitable for the SSDs that use flash memory with out-of-place update characteristics. However, the proposed Check-In reduces the generation of invalid pages through sector-aligned journaling. In addition, read-modify-write operations due to the checkpointing can be deferred until the next GC. In other words, our Check-In has the advantage of
distributing the workloads within the SSD in time. Of course, the GC should be required instantly when the storage capacity is almost full. In general, however, the GC is performed as a background job in an idle state with few workloads. Therefore, it reduces the instantaneous query processing delay during checkpointing.

G. Recovery Scenario

Check-In can manage data recovery on system failures. The FTL of the Check-In SSD can recover the data structure by reading metadata stored in flash memory. The first priority in the recovery scenario is the data recovery policy of the SSD. After the reliability of the storage data is guaranteed, the data structure can be restored by using the checkpoints and the journal logs written from the Check-In engine. The data structure is recovered to the last checkpoint in the same way as the recovery flow on conventional storage engines. Then, journal logs after the last checkpoint are pre-read and cached in the buffer, which can reduce the recovery time by the Check-In engine.

The data recovery of SSD is typically processed by the information contained in the out-of-band (OOB) area existing on the page of flash memory. The Check-In SSD writes the target address (or key) and the version for data recovery to the OOB area. If they are successfully stored, the reliability of the data after checkpointing can be guaranteed without any modification.

H. Overhead

Amount of mapping information. Using a small mapping unit has the overhead of increasing the amount of mapping information. In recent years, the capacity of the in-storage DRAM has been increased, so that it can contain a large number of mapping information. In addition, FTLs have evolved to process the small mapping unit. Sector log [31] and sub-page mapping [34] methods are also used to reduce the amount of mapping information when mapping in a smaller unit than the logical page size. Other studies use caching of mapping information when mapping in a smaller unit than the logical page size. Aligning to sector size makes mapping easier, but can reduce the space utilization of the storage device due to unused areas. Our sector-aligning method, which merges multiple values into one sector, can provide better space utilization over the conventional method. In addition, since the write amplification can be greatly reduced, the overall utilization of the storage device can be improved.

Space utilization. Aligning to sector size makes mapping easier, but can reduce the space utilization of the storage device due to unused areas. Our sector-aligning method, which merges multiple values into one sector, can provide better space utilization over the conventional method. In addition, since the write amplification can be greatly reduced, the overall utilization of the storage device can be improved.

IV. Evaluation

This section presents the experimental setup and performance evaluation. We compare the proposed Check-In method to other mechanisms in the key-value store system.

A. Experimental Setup

We design a key-value store system that can simulate journaling and checkpointing. Our simulator is based on gem5 [11], which is widely used for system-wide research with full system simulation. Our simulator consists of the DBMS part and the SSD part.

The DBMS contains benchmark applications, a storage engine, and a device driver. For our evaluation, YCSB, one of the most popular benchmarks for NoSQL, is used as the main application. Workload A, workload F, and write-only workload (Workload WO) are used in the experiments. We also use four different patterns of the key-value store that randomly mix various record sizes from 128 to 4096 bytes to evaluate the sector-aligned journaling.

The latest SSD architectures include embedded processors that execute an FTL, NAND flash arrays with multi-level cells, DRAM buffers, and block I/O interfaces using NVMe. We use SimpleSSD [25], [33], a state-of-the-art SSD simulator as a storage device model. The SimpleSSD includes FTL features such as address translation, page mapping, wear-leveling, and GC. So it provides a complete SSD architecture model including host interface, embedded CPU, and DRAM cache with high accuracy. Therefore, the SimpleSSD supporting various structures is very suitable for performance analysis of the key-value store system. We have partially modified the SimpleSSD to implement Check-In SSD. The simulator provides three groups of configurations: DBMS, host system, and SSD. Table I summarizes the configuration of the simulation.

We break down the proposed in-storage checkpointing according to the applied algorithm. The baseline system is a modeled key-value store system, consisting of a storage engine that performs journaling and checkpointing and a typical SSD. We have tested 4 different configurations to show detail performance improvement of Check-In. ISC-A is to use a single page

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I Simulated Machine Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DBMS Configuration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checkpoint interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total query count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Host System Configuration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCIe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Storage Configuration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory (map cache)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash topology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash specification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ISC-C is that the modified mapping method is applied to FTL and the multiple-page checkpointing request command is used, which has a mechanism similar to near data processing techniques for checkpointing. Check-In is our proposed scheme in which all the modified mapping mechanism and sector-aligned journaling are applied.

- Baseline: Checkpointing by the storage engine.
- ISC-A: In-storage checkpointing by single-CoW commands.
- ISC-B: In-storage checkpointing by multi-CoW commands.
- ISC-C: In-storage checkpointing with remapping.
- Check-In: In-storage checkpointing with remapping and sector-aligned journaling.

B. Write Amplification and Flash Lifetime

The proposed mapping algorithm can reduce the number of flash operations. In addition, reducing the number of flash operations, especially the number of writes and erases for GC, has the effect of extending the flash memory lifetime. We analyze the statistics on flash operations such as write counts and GC counts to evaluate the affect of our mechanism.

Figure 8(a) shows the number of redundant writes on the SSD according to the checkpoint interval. Compared to the baseline and ISC-C, the Check-In SSD reduces the number of redundant writes by 94.3 % and 45.6 % respectively. Fewer write requests to the storage device reduce the number of flash operations, which in turn affects the GC. Figure 8(b) compares the increase in the number of GC invocations by the write query counts. Check-In that supports sector-aligned journaling reduces the GC counts by 74.1 % and 44.8 % compared to the baseline and ISC-C because fewer invalid pages are generated due to the high data reusability of the sector-aligned journaling.

If fewer GC is invoked, fewer P/E cycles are consumed. The lifetime of a flash memory block can be expressed by Equation (1) when \( \text{Lifetime}_{\text{block}} \) is the lifetime of a block, \( PEC_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum P/E cycle of the block, \( T_{\text{op}} \) is total operation time of the device, and \( BEC \) is current block erase count.

\[
\text{Lifetime}_{\text{block}} = \frac{PEC_{\text{max}} \times T_{\text{op}}}{BEC} \tag{1}
\]

Therefore, the proposed Check-In extends the lifetime of flash memory by 3.86 times compared to the baseline and by 1.81 times compared to ISC-C. Although the number of write I/Os are increased due to the space overhead, Check-In improves the lifetime of flash memory by reducing the flash operations with high remapping efficiency.

C. Tail Latency and Checkpointing Time

We compare tail latency and checkpointing time to evaluate QoS in the key-value store system. In our experiment, checkpointing is triggered at intervals of 60 seconds or when the number of journal files, which are groups of journal logs, accumulates 200 or more. In other words, checkpointing is triggered if the journal area contains more than 2 GB of logs assuming that the journal file size is 100 MB. However, the workloads used in our experiment environment do not fill more than 2 GB of logs before 60 seconds, so in most cases, checkpoints occur every 60 seconds.
Figure 9 shows the tail latency before and after applying our scheme. Check-In reduces the 99.9th percentile latency by 92.1 % and 92.4 %, respectively in uniform and Zipfian distribution compared to the baseline. Likewise, Check-In reduces the 99.99th percentile latency in each distribution by 51.3 % and 50.8 % compared to ISC-C. The result means that each query is processed fairly than the baseline and ISC-C.

These tail latency improvements are closely related to checkpointing time, so we also evaluate checkpointing time. In the behavior of the key-value store model, checkpointing occurs concurrently with normal query processing. In this case, the checkpointing time can be affected by query throughput. To accurately evaluate the checkpointing time, processing of the query request is temporarily locked and enabled again after checkpoints are created.

Figure 10 compares the checkpointing time for each configuration according to the number of threads. The proposed in-storage checkpointing shortens the checkpointing time compared to the other mechanisms, especially as the number of threads increases. As the number of threads increases, much more journal data is accumulated at every checkpoint and this increases the amount of data that needs to be checkpointed. As the amount of data to be checkpointed increases, the number of accesses to storage increases instantaneously and leads to greater I/O latency, increasing the checkpointing time. However, even if the amount of accumulated journal data increases, the proposed mechanism has little effect on the checkpointing time comparing to the other mechanisms.

D. Overall Query Throughput and Latency

We evaluate overall throughput and latency due to checkpointing overhead in the key-value store system. Workload A, F, and WO, which are write-heavy workloads, are used for evaluation. Workload A contains 50 % of query requests and equal update requests. Workload F contains query requests at a rate of 50 % read and 50 % read-modify-write. Workload WO contains only update requests. The access pattern of the client used in the experiment is Zipfian distribution.

The experiment measures average throughput and latency for three workloads in a key-value store system according to the number of threads, which is the number of queries that the storage engine can process in parallel. As the number of threads increases, the query processing throughput improves, but the query processing latency becomes bigger. This is because the requested query processing may be delayed while other queries are being processed.

Figure 11(a) shows the average query processing throughput as each configuration processes the workloads. The throughput increases as the number of threads increases but saturates at a certain level due to the storage performance constraints. The checkpointing overhead increases the burden on the storage device if the storage performance is constrained. In this case, Check-In can greatly improve the overall performance. Our experimental results show that the average query throughput of Check-In increases as the number of threads increases.

Figure 11(b) shows the average query processing latency. The latency increases as the number of threads increases due to the performance limitations of the storage device. However, Check-In shows the latency improvement of 10.2 % compared to the baseline when 128 threads run. The proposed Check-In improves tail latency, and in addition to this effect, improves overall average latency.

E. Sensitivity Study

We further evaluated the sensitivity of the checkpoint interval and the mapping unit size. In Figure 12, the baseline shows that the query throughput increases and the query latency decreases as the checkpoint interval increases. This is because the update frequency of each key is not balanced and updates to certain keys can be dominant. Meanwhile, Check-In shows
better and steady on query latency and throughput regardless of the checkpoint interval.

Figure 13(a) shows the query throughput when the mapping unit size is 512, 1024, 2048, and 4096 bytes and Figure 13(b) presents the space overhead of Check-In versus ISC-C for four different patterns with mixing various record sizes from 128 to 4096 bytes. As the size of the mapping unit increases, the query throughput generally increases because the overhead of processing metadata internally decreases. As a result of the experiment, ISC-C has low data reusability compared to Check-In, so performance improvement by mapping unit is limited. On the other hand, the performance of Check-In is greatly improved when the mapping unit is 4096 bytes, but the space overhead is increased by almost 3% over ISC-C. In the key-value store, which mainly contains small data, the space overhead can increase if the mapping unit becomes large. Also, the number of invalid pages is too large compared to the data being written, which can shorten the lifetime. Therefore, appropriate trade-offs are required when selecting a mapping unit.

V. RELATED WORK

Conventional systems have been optimized to address the overhead issues of data journaling and checkpointing. We present related work on journaling and checkpointing mechanisms and discuss recent changes in the key-value store and SSD architecture.

Previous journaling approaches. To reduce the overhead of data journaling, metadata journaling [9], compressed journaling [20], [53], and storage caching [16], [40], [41], [57] have emerged. However, these mechanisms do not fully take advantage of flash memory characteristics.

Transactional SSDs. Transactional SSDs such as TxFlash [52], Atomic-Write [50], and LightTx [46] support transactional interfaces to eliminate log stacking issues [56] that overlap log management of the DBMS or file system and log management of the FTL. Accessing these SSDs with page-level atomic commands often result in random I/O operations because they access the final location directly. Inside the SSDs, the number of commands that need to be processed increases, and their own logging is required to guarantee the atomicity of these commands. If most database applications have the performance bottleneck issue by the storage device, dedicating transaction roles to the storage device can aggravate the overall performance of the system.

Key-value SSDs. In recent years, there have been various researches on the SSDs for key-value stores, such as KAML [32], KVSSD [55], and Crail-KV [12]. Unlike traditional transactional SSDs, these key-value SSDs manage data with keys and values within the SSD which can reduce the overhead of converting and maintaining pages at an upper layer. However, these key-value SSD approaches require a lot of resources. Especially, much more memory resources are required in the storage device rather than the main memory. In addition, if the server system uses storage devices with a special interface, the whole system needs to be modified. Also, storage engines with reduced roles can lose their advantages.

Flash-aware key-value stores. There are many studies on key-value stores that recognize the characteristics of flash memory [21], [22], [42]–[44], [47]. They use a block interface and propose the data structure to reduce the write amplification of flash memory. Compared to our work, data consistency works need to by the host CPU, increasing the remapping overhead, and they have low remapping efficiency due to insufficient utilization of the key-value on FTL.

Advanced FTL designs. Similar to our research, there are content-aware FTLs [19], [27], [35], [45], [54], in-storage processing techniques [30], [39], and in-storage data deduplication techniques [38]. Based on the advantages of them, the proposed FTL can cooperate with the storage engine. Our FTL uses a mapping method to fit the various record sizes supported in the storage engine. It also provides operational flexibility by offloaded functions from the storage engine.

Near data processing for checkpointing. Recently, techniques for offloading checkpointing to the storage device level have been studied [7], [24], [28], [36] but they are less effective in key-value stores with variable data sizes. High-Performance Checkpoint/Restart [7] offloads checkpointing into the SSD to reduce the CPU overhead but it does not solve the redundant writes problem on NVM. WAL-SSD [28] also proposed a remapping method for journal data to reduce redundant writes to storage devices like our approach. However, Check-In, which supports sector-aligned journaling, improves remapping efficiency and it is more effective in key-value stores with variable data sizes by reducing invalid page generation than WAL-SSD. Likewise, previous SSD checkpointing schemes [24], [36] have a similar concept of offloading checkpointing, but they are not suitable for variable data format in key-value stores.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed the Check-In mechanism to reduce the checkpointing overhead. The FTL which recognizes checkpointing in an SSD can prevent unnecessary data duplication due to checkpointing. The proposed sector-aligned journaling and remapping method prevents redundant flash operations and extends the lifetime of flash memory. Shortened checkpointing time greatly reduces the tail latency and provides a fairer service. It also supports recovery from power off or system
crash in the device, like transactional SSDs. The benefits of processing data beyond sector size are obvious, but smaller data processing still needs to be optimized. Increased mapping information and reduced space utilization are challenges. Further research is required to optimize and realize the data consistency of the storage device in commercial key-value store systems.
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